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The AATTC and the NAOTC (National Association of Timetable Collectors) were founded by men whose outlook
centered on railways— nurtured probably by the high profile that railways had in their youth. In those days, a great
railway terminal was an exciting place to be, especially in the evening, as trains left for distant and exotic places. It
was “really something” to stand on the platform at Central or Spencer St and watch the expresses glide out on an
overnight journey with their businessmen gazing out at you from the dining car. But those businessmen really had
their eyes on a better way to do it– the aeroplane. Six months before the Spirit of Progress set forth on its maiden
journey, the first edition of Gordon’s Air Guide was published– and those businessmen were already more likely to
have Gordon’s on their shelves at the office, than the VR Public Timetable. They had the choice of spending £6
and 4 hours on a plane trip to Sydney or £4-8s and 15 hours on the train. It was a “no-brainer”. Gordon’s was already unexpectedly large when it commenced—40 pages and 36 airway timetables—but grew to 268 pages at its
end in 1967. By then the fate of rail was sealed and air was dominant in interstate passenger travel– and soon became so in much intrastate travel. Today, the airport is the “place to be” to see a nation on the move and the great
halls in the railway terminals echo only to the footsteps of the cleaners and the street people.
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Gordon’s Air Guide
And now for something completely different: from VICTOR ISAACS

F

or 30 years from 1937 to 1967, Australia had a consolidated air guide.
Gordon’s Australasian Air Guide
was first published in May 1937. For its
entire existence it was published by Richard Geraint of Sydney, so I do not know
where the “Gordon” came from.
Gordon’s Australasian Air Guide is an
item of great usefulness to students of
aviation history as one can easily trace the
development of all services. Unfortunately
they are very hard to come by. According
to the amazingly useful Libraries Australia
website (http://www.nla.gov.au/
librariesaustralia/), the only libraries to
have runs of them are the National Library
and the State Library of NSW. The State
Library of WA and the Melbourne University library have single copies. Gordon’s
rarely, if ever, appear on the market [The
first issue was offered by Leski Auctions in
their #215 catalogue- Editor].
My review is mainly taken from the first
issue, plus an issue of 1944 showing wartime conditions.
The first issue comprised only 36 pages
plus covers. There were 32 timetables,
discontinuously numbered, thus reaching
up to no. 102. This was probably to allow
for future growth as aviation developed.
The page size was 170 by 120 cm.
The first Guide of 1937 commenced with
an Index, then “Information for Travellers”. One item that caught my eye was:
“CLOTHING No special clothing is necessary for air travel, and similar clothing to
that worn for boat or train is suitable. The
cabins of airliners may be heated, if desired”. Another item, indicative of the
international situation of the time stated:
“CAMERAS Certain governments, notably
those of the Netherlands Indies and most
European countries, prohibit the taking of
photographs from the air or on the ground,
and during such periods of the journey
passengers will be required to hand cameras to the Captain of the airliner”. There
were only a few advertisements, mainly
from Sydney where the timetable was published. A double-page map of Australian
air routes was included and it was stated
that a map of New Zealand “will be included in later issues”.
The main interest, of course, is provided by
the timetables at this early stage in the
development of air services. We see that
the main air carrier in Australia at the time
was Australian National Airways (ANA)
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owned by various shipping companies.
There were two flights a day from Sydney
to Melbourne (both ANA). One of these
stopped en route at Wagga, and the other at
Canberra, thus providing the only air services to these ports. Fares were very expensive for the time. Sydney-Melbourne,
for example, was 6 Pounds. Adelaide to
Perth had two flights a week (ANA), one
of these stopping overnight each way at
Forrest. Ansett Airways, later to be so
large in Australian aviation (including
taking over ANA) in this timetable had just
one route – from Melbourne to Hamilton.
(A very useful “family tree” of Australian
airlines appeared in the Times of October
1999).
Qantas Empire Airways operated the only
international route from Australia from
Brisbane to Singapore twice weekly. At
Singapore this connected with services by
Imperial Airways (the successor to, inter
alia, British Railways Air Services and the
predecessor of British Airways) and by
KLM (Royal Dutch Airways) both twice
weekly to Europe. Both of these only operated by day, with overnight stops. Imperial
Airways took eight days to London with
stays overnight at Bangkok, Calcutta,
Jodhpur, Sharjah, Baghdad, Alexandria
and Brindisi. KLM took only six days to
London stopping overnight at Medan, Rangoon, Jodhpur, Baghdad and Athens. The
fare by either was 156 Pounds. The Guide
also showed Imperial Airways connections
from Singapore to Hong Kong (overnight
stop at Penang) and from Alexandria to
Cape Town (overnight stops at Khartoum,
Juba, Nairobi, Mbeya, Salisbury and Johannesburg). [The Editor cannot help himself from butting in here to point out that
this latter flight follows The Times’ Cape
to Cairo route, as described here last year].
There were no flights from Australia to
NZ.
Qantas Empire Airways still lived up to the
initials which formed its name
(Queensland And Northern Territory Aerial Services) by operating services within
Queensland and NT, for example, once a
week from Cloncurry to Normanton. The
Guide concluded with a very sparse offering of services within NZ. However, an
editorial note stated that the publisher had
been unable to obtain reliable information
from some NZ operators.
A table of “Relative Times” is very interesting in that it shows that whereas Australia did not have Summer Time, NZ did by

advancing clocks by half an hour.
I now turn to an example of Gordon’s
Guide seven years later in July 1944. No
doubt sadly for the commercial prospects
of the publisher, civil aviation had not
developed greatly, because of the constraints of the War. Indeed, some advertisements in this issue showed the influence of war, for example:

•

“Qantas Empire Airways Transporting the sinews of war”

•

“ANA has already spanned the Continent with efficient air-lines, and after the
war the advantages of air travel will be
open to everyone”

•

“Help the fight buy War Savings Certificates. This space donated by Chatres
Pty Ltd”.
The maps of Australian and NZ air routes
were now on a foldout sheet. There had
been a general, but small development of
services within Australia. SydneyMelbourne (ANA), for example, is now
four times a day (but Canberra still only
once daily). Adelaide-Perth is now six
times weekly. More remote outback ports
are served. MacRobertson Miller Aviation
operated along the WA coast north from
Perth to Wyndham and over to Katherine
in the NT. Have a look at the MacRobertson Miller logo in their advertisement. The
MacRobertson Miller logo in their advertisement was an exactly similar rendition
of that on the side of MacRobertson chocolates (of blessed memory). They were both
owned by Sir Macpherson Robertson
The 1944 Guide now shows a service from
Australia to NZ. This was operated thriceweekly by Tasman Empire Airways. However no times are given, rather “For times
of departure and arrival apply to Company
or its agents”. This was because this Flying
Boat service depended on curfews and
tides.
In 1944 there was one other international
service from Australia. Qantas operated
non-stop from Perth to Colombo. However
this was treated as secret to prevent enemy
interception. Hence there is no mention of
it in Gordon’s Guide.
Sadly, Gordon’s Australasian Air Guide
ceased publication after the issue of January 1967. The last issue comprised 264
pages (plus covers) arranged in 101 tables
of comprehensive domestic and international services.
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Route 99: buses to Greenwich
JIM O’NEIL

L

eon Manny tells us, in Terminus
Please, that when the Hunter’s Hill
Bus Co. took over the route 99, it
took five buses, fully loaded, to carry the
workers arriving at Greenwich wharf from
Cockatoo Island up to the railway. When I
came to know it in the mid 1950’s, the
service had declined from that high level:
no more than two buses were required to
operate the route 99 by then. My first timetable (see below & top of opposite page) is
undated, but I acquired it around 1958. It
had clearly been in force for some time,
because subsequent changes had been
marked onto it by hand. On the front cover
was the Sunday, Good Friday and Christmas Day timetable. When issued this had
had morning service, with a break between
11.00 and 12.15, as well as evening service
until 7.58. This was now reduced to afternoon service, from the 1.02 departure from
Crows Nest to the 5.58 arrival back there. I
believe the 6.00 departure from Crows
Nest should have had a line put through it
as well as the 6.43 arrival at Greenwich.
On the rear page is the Saturday service,
originally operating without a break at half
hourly intervals from 7 a.m. until 11.50
p.m. However, the final journey had been
cancelled and the 11.15 from Greenwich
Point now terminated at 11.25 at the Pacific Highway (although the 11.28 arrival
at Crows Nest has not been ruled through.)

On the centre pages were the timetables for
weekdays and public holidays. On Mondays to Fridays the second bus started at
6.42, only seven minutes after the first bus
at 6.35 and both ran until 8.55, when they
arrived together at Crows Nest. From 9.02
there was a basic half-hourly service, requiring only one bus, apart from the operation of a second bus leaving Hillcrest
School at 3.30 for Shell Park, which returned north for Crows Nest at 3.40. I think
students travelling south of Shell Park,
going further towards Greenwich Point,
may have had to wait for the 3.32 from
Crows Nest, and perhaps northbound children for the 3.40 from Shell Park. The
second bus then left Crows Nest at 3.55
(for students from the North Sydney High
Schools?) and Greenwich Point at 4.15,
one minute after the main bus, finishing up
at 4.28. The last two services ran ten minutes after the half hours, and waited for the
termination of pictures. On Holidays the
service started later than on Saturdays, at
9.30 a.m. but also ran until after 11 p.m.
My next timetable was issued on the 21st
January 1962 (see pp 12-13), and printed
on orange paper and clearly written with a
typewriter. There has been a further reduction in services: there are no Sundays or
Holidays services and on Mondays to Saturdays service ceased just after 8 p.m..

However, as two extra timing points have
been included, the timetable is in fact larger. One shift, numbered 11, operated a
basically half-hourly service on both weekdays and Saturdays. On weekdays there
were also services by a second shift, numbered 15, in the morning peak and afternoon school hours. The 8.40 bus left
Greenwich (on School Days only – marked
B), diverted via Wardrop Street and Chisholm Road, dropping passengers at the
Infant’s School and then west into River
Road and north into St. Vincents Rd (still a
block from the Primary School), joining
the Pacific Highway at Bellevue Ave. Shift
15 provided a crib break for shift 11 from
9 to 9.30 and operated the afternoon offpeak services. The shift 11 started again
with a school bus from Greenwich Primary, which ran as far south as George St,
and then returned to Lawrence St and
Mann Av, which is next to Shell Park. The
two buses then operated together until
4.30, after which shift 11 continued alone.
My next timetable (see pp14-15) was effective from the morning of Friday 28th
October 1977, and was issued by North
and Western Bus Lines, the successor to
Hunter’s Hill. It includes a map and a picture of a Modern Coach, which could be
chartered. The number of services has
declined even further. There are no Saturday afternoon services after 12.30 and
weekday services stopped at 6.38 p.m. All
but one service was operated by shift 11.
Shift 15 ran once, leaving Greenwich
Wharf at 8.08 a.m. and is marked AR
“runs when necessary to meet loading
requirements”. As the other buses marked
AR were afternoon buses to and from
Greenwich School, did this mean these
three services didn’t operate during the
school holidays? The 8.43 bus from Greenwich Wharf to the Infants and Primary
Schools is marked B not AR, but it also
diverted from the main route to the two
schools.
Off-peak service ran at approximately
hourly intervals. Ferry connections to and
from Circular Quay were shown and two
services ran to Waters and Park Roads
Naremburn. This represents a replacement
for the Crows Nest end of the route 128
(see The Times April 2002) which had now
been curtailed to Willoughby. You could
leave Naremburn at 9.43 for Crows Nest,
arriving there at 9.48, have about an hour
to shop and leave again at 10.46 a.m. It
didn’t provide any choice, and this diversion from the original route 99 was soon
dropped.
Route 99 was one of the services passed
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over to the government by North and
Western on July 23rd 1991, in exchange for
School Specials in North Ryde, and was
renumbered 265. I show the first timetable
for the 265 (see p15, bottom), which was
included in the timetable for the roundabout routes from Chatswood to Lane
Cove and to McMahon’s Point, the 266
and 267, and which was similar to the last
North and Western timetable. Saturday
service has now ceased, as has afternoon
off-peak service between 1.00 and 3.00
p.m. The map of the route is larger than the
timetable and shows the streets and schools
more clearly than the North and Western
map does.
However the Greenwich bus service did
not fade away completely. On 9 March
1998, the Chatswood services were curtailed at Crows Nest, and their southern
ends were combined with the Greenwich
route as the new route 265. Buses ran from
Lane Cove via Greenwich to Crows Nest
and then on to McMahon’s Point (see map
and timetable p16.) The timetable shows
through service from Lane Cove, connecting with ferries at both Greenwich and
McMahon’s Point, though I don’t think
any passenger rode the 265 all the way.
This new arrangement restored hourly
service to Greenwich Wharf. Extra services were run between North Sydney and
McMahon’s Point, during the day these
were provided by the route 269, the Kirribilli Loop service. Timing points for
Kirribilli were only shown on the timetable
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for services out of McMahon’s Point, and
not on the inbound timetable..
Editor’s note: The cover of the most
recent, web-based, PDF timetable for the
modern route 265 timetable appears below.
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